1st May 2020

MEDIA RELEASE
Kuhn GMD 3123F Front Mounted Disc Mower

The GMD 3123 F front mower is designed for farms in need of a lighter machine for
tractors from 80-90 hp. With its compact size and lighter weight, it is ideal for both flat
and hilly areas. Its pendulum-type articulation with a range of + /- 12° allows it to follow
ground contours perfectly!
The two standard swathing discs produce well calibrated swaths of an average size of
1.30 m. The machine is equipped with the latest generation OPTIDISC cutter bar that
ensures a clean and regular cut in any conditions. The OPTIDISC cutter bar comes
with exclusive features: isolation mounts, PROTECTADRIVE safety on the disc
housings, easy FAST-FIT knife attachment to eliminate downtime: no oil change!
Compact, lighter weight
The GMD 3123F is ideally suited to medium-sized tractors: its lighter weight and
reduced overhang contribute to great ground following.
Two springs that connect to the tractor keep ground pressure to a minimum in order to
protect plant cover from damage. A powerful leaf spring keeps the machine perfectly
stable during headland turns and on the road.
Mowing quality, robustness
The OPTIDISC cutter bar is reputed for its robustness. It has new special features that
produce a perfect cut in all conditions.
The KUHN benefit: specific disc rotation that optimises cutting quality and crop flowthrough to the centre of the machine to produce a swath of 1.20 to 1.40 m.
FlexProtect
In order to avoid damage when mowing along field edges or next to trees, the flexible
external cover FlexProtect (exclusive) can bend and return to shape. This feature
saves on repair costs.
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